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REROUTING IN VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority to a provisional U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. 60/840,035, filed August 25, 2006 and entitled "Rerouting of car navigation

devices", the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to vehicle navigation services for a

computing device, and more specifically to a method and apparatus for rerouting after an

initial routing is performed.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) allow navigation services including

automatic route calculation from a current location to a destination location and guiding a

driver of a vehicle to that destination with real time instructions in conjunction with a visual

display of route segments as the vehicle progresses along the route.

[0004] The satellites transmit GPS signals comprising very precise location parameters and

timing signals that are received by wireless device processors allowing a processor to

determine their respective three dimensional positions and velocities.

[0005] A common car navigation system operates by computing an optimal route from the

starting position to the desired destination point. The entire route is computed at once at the

beginning of the routing and then the user is guided along the precomputed route.

[0006] Often, the user diverges from the original precomputed route, the result of an error

to follow the guidance or as a user desired detour or by design. Such deviation is

automatically detected by the auto routing system and in most cases a new route is computed.

This is called auto-rerouting and in a majority of the cases a new route is computed following

the same rule and the same algorithm as was used in the original route with the only

difference that the new start point is the actual vehicle location at the time when the car

navigation system determined that the user is off the original course.

[0007] Considering the processing time required to reroute from the current position to the

destination after detection of a deviation from route, it is possible that a new route is

determined only after the vehicle has passed the intersection. If this should happen, the driver



will have passed the intersection without knowing the direction which should have been

taken at the intersection in accordance with the search results. Therefore, the driver may well

go in a direction different from the direction indicated by the search results and be further

from the intended destination,

SUMMARY

[0008] One aspect of an apparatus and method of providing rerouting features is a

navigation device that includes a processor, a map information storage medium storing map

information, a position determining module configured to determine a current location, a

velocity and direction of travel of a vehicle, and determine whether the current position

indicates a deviation from an original route to a final destination. Further included is a

routing module configured to determine an original route from a starting position to a

destination, and at least one reroute from the current location to the destination, wherein the

reroute includes a restoration route from the current location to at least one intermediate point

on the original route and then continuing to the destination. Based upon an estimated cost of

the restoration route plus a predetermined actual cost of the route from the intermediate point

to the final destination, the routing module is further configured to estimate a reroute cost,

and select a reroute based upon the estimated reroute cost.

[0009] Another aspect of the disclosed embodiments includes a method of determining a

reroute after an off-route deviation. The method includes detecting a position of the vehicle,

computing an original route for a vehicle from a starting point to a destination, detecting a

current location that indicates a deviation from the original route, assigning an increased cost

to turns within a predetermined distance of the current location, and selecting at least one

intermediate point on the original route. Based upon this information, the navigation device

includes the functionality of estimating a restoration route cost from the current location to

each intermediate point using the increased cost assigned to turns within a predetermined

distance of the current location, and estimating a total cost of each reroute from the current

location to the destination, wherein each estimated reroute cost comprises the estimated

restoration route cost plus an actual cost for the portion of the original route from the

intermediate point associated with that reroute to the destination. Once at least one reroute is

calculated, the device is configured to select a reroute from the at least one reroute, based

upon the cost of each reroute, and perform map guidance functions based upon the selected

reroute.



[0010] Another aspect of the disclosed embodiments includes a processor configured to

perform the method disclosed above. In addition, another aspect includes a machine-readable

medium comprising executable instructions stored thereon for causing the processor to

perform the method disclosed above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 1] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a navigation system that routes and reroutes according

to the present invention;

[0012] Fig. 2 illustrates a method of determining a reroute in the event of an off-route

deviation, according to the system of Fig. 1; and

[0013] Fig. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a method to perform rerouting according to the

system of Fig. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0014] Fig. 1 illustrates a block diagram of one embodiment of a navigation device 100

mounted in a vehicle and configured to compute an optimal route from a starting position to a

desired destination, automatically detect when there is a deviation, either intentional or non-

intentional, from the original route, and compute a reroute from the moving vehicle.

[0015] Device 100 determines a vehicle's current position by processing signals from

GNSS satellites (such as GPS satellites), WAAS (wide area augmentation system) satellites

or other position location satellites).

[0016] According to one embodiment, navigation device 100 comprises a receiver, i.e.,

GPS receiver 104, which receives a GPS signal containing GPS position location parameters

from several satellites orbiting the earth at a distance of approximately 20,000 kilometers.

Based upon the received parameters, a positioning module 110 stored in storage medium 108

provides the instructions that allows processor 102 to determine the three dimensional

position and velocity of device 100 using very precise location parameters and timing signals

received from the GPS satellites.

[0017] Furthermore, in some embodiments, navigation device 100 receives, over a cable or

other communication means, velocity information from vehicle sensors, such as inertia

sensors, including, a yaw gyroscope, an accelerometer, a magnetometer, and/or information

received from vehicle hardware or data bus, such as, odometer pulses or the anti-lock

breaking system (ABS) wheel speed information.



[0018] In some aspects, processor 102 is operable to control the operation of the device 100

based upon one or more stored application program stored in a storage medium 108.

Processor 102 may comprise an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or other

chipset, processor, microprocessor, logic circuit, or other data processing device operable to

perform one or more processing functions for device 100.

[0019] An input-output device 106 provides input functions for inputting a destination, for

instructing the processing 102, responsive to a driver's input, to execute a navigation

operation. In some embodiments, input-output device 106 further comprises a display device

such as a CRT or a liquid crystal display operable to visually provide all information

regarding navigation functions, including, but not limited to intersection picture screens,

segment picture screens, and route setting screens based on guidance data and map data

processed by processor 102. Other embodiments include a microphone for issuing voice

commands and a speaker for providing audible instructions.

[0020] In some embodiments, storage medium 108 includes any type or any number of non¬

volatile memory, including read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM),

EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory cells, secondary or tertiary storage devices, such as

magnetic media, optical media, tape, or soft or hard disk, whether resident in device 100 or

remote therefrom.

[0021] In addition to positioning module 110, storage medium 108 comprises a routing

module 112 enabling processor 102 to calculate a best route between a user current location

and a user specified destination based upon positioning information derived from positioning

module 110 and a map database 116.

[0022] Map database 116 stores all the data necessary for operation of the navigation device

100, including, but not limited to map data, intersection data, node data, road data,

photograph data, registered point data, destination point data, guidance point data, detailed

destination data, destination name pronunciation data, phone number data, route segment cost

data, etc.

[0023] Further still, guidance module 114 is operable to provide the user with real time

directions to a user specified destination.

[0024] Fig. 2 illustrates a method of determining a reroute, wherein navigation device 100

calculates an original route and then based upon partial rerouting, calculates a restoration

route that returns the vehicle to the original route in the event of an off-route deviation.

Using the input capabilities of input/output device 106, a user of device 100 enters a desired

destination point PDEST.



[0025] Using satellite positioning data received from GPS receiver 104 positioning module

110, in conjunction with processor 102, device 100 determines starting position PSTART and

calculates an original route from PSTART to a destination PDEST that include intermediate

points a2, a3, and a4.

[0026] In the event of an off-route deviation at point al, such that the vehicle is now at

position PDEV, processor 100 responds by calculating a reroute based upon the routing

algorithm stored in routing module 112 to determine at least one restoration route, e.g., RIa,

R2a, and R3a, for returning the vehicle to an intermediate point, a2, a3, and a4, respectively,

[0027] To come as close as possible to the optimal routing during partial rerouting without

losing computational speed advantage, the costs of multiple restoration routes RIa, R2a, and

R3a, are estimated to intermediate destinations a2, a3, and a4, respectively, where the

restoration route merges with the original route. As an estimate value of the reroute a sum of

a portion, e.g., RIb, R2b, or R3b, of the actual route cost that was previously computed for

the original route, and an estimate of the possible cost of a route, e.g., RIa, R2a, or R3a, from

the current position PDEV to an intermediate point, e.g., a2, a3, or a4, is used.

[0028] For example, when calculating a reroute cost from PDEV to intermediate point a3

and then continue along the original route from PSTART to the destination PDEST, a cost

estimate for the reroute PDEV-a3-PDEST is computed as:

Est_reroute_cost <PDEV-a3-PDEST) = est_cost(PDEV-a3) + actual_cost(a3-PDEST)

[0029] where est_cost(PDEV-a3) is the estimated cost from PDEV to intermediate point a3;

and actual_cost(a3-PDEST) is the actual route cost that was previously computed for the

original route from intermediate point a3 to the destination PDEST.

[0030] In some embodiments, routing module 112 uses the known MANHATTAN

DISTANCE function to easily and quickly compute the distance that would be traveled to get

from one data point to the other if a grid-like path is followed. The MANHATTAN

DISTANCE between two items is the sum of the differences of their corresponding

components.

[0031] To estimate the cost for the route between the current position PDEV and an

intermediate point, the corresponding MANHATTAN DISTANCE is normalized by the

nominal speed for the class of roads that vehicle is traveling, or an average nominal speed

between the nominal speed (vel nominal) for the road class that the vehicle is traveling and

the road class at the intermediate point. Accordingly, the estimated cost of a restoration route

from PDEV to intermediate point a3 would be calculated as:



Est_cost(PDEV-a3) = (abs(x(PDEV)-x(a3)) + abs(y(PDEV)-y(a3)))/vel_nominal

[0032] where x(PDEV) and y(PDEV) are the coordinates of the current position PDEV;

x(a3) and y(a3) are the coordinates of the intermediate point a3; and vel_nominal is the

nominal speed or an average nominal speed on the route between PDEV and a3.

[0033] However, the cost estimation is not limited to the methods illustrated above. Any

other measure, say the actual distance or distance square, can be used as well. The cost

estimate functions described above provide an optimal reroute optimized for the shortest

amount of time. If the desired path is the shortest route, no velocity normalization is required.

[0034] In one embodiment, the rerouting and the cost estimation are performed on the

device 100. Alternatively, the rerouting and the cost estimation can be performed on a server

separated from the device 100. For example, the device 100 can transmit the current position

to the server over a data communication channel and received the result of the reroute

computation from the server.

[0035] Such an estimated cost can be computed very quickly and cheaply for multiple

intermediate points, such as a2 and a4. Then an optimal reroute is selected from the plurality

of computed reroutes and using guidance module 114, the driver is directed to the restoration

route along the new optimal route.

[0036] In other embodiments, since the reroute is obtained in a short period of time after a

detected deviation from the original route, the estimated cost of the new reroute is expected to

be close to the cost of a portion of the original route from the point where deviation occurred.

Since the original route is typically better optimized than the reroute, the estimated cost can

be determined to be as unreliable if the estimated cost is much smaller than the corresponding

part of the original route.

[0037] Because of the time required for routing module 112 to compute a reroute, it is

possible that, once calculated, the driver has insufficient warning to make the recommend

turn based upon the calculated optimal reroute. Therefore, instead of simply recommending a

U-turn that may be both dangerous and stressful to the driver, a predetermined cost, higher

than regular cost, is assigned to turns for a predefined distance d, wherein distance d depends

on the vehicle speed and the time required for routing module 112 to compute a route.

[0038] In this manner, routing module 112 is operable for both initial routing and rerouting,

choosing a less radial or "straighter" direction that people usually take when they are lost or

in motion. For example, restoration route RIa would require a turn at point bl. However,

because the distance from PDEV to point b l is smaller than d, the turn at point b l is assigned



a cost that is higher than a normal turn cost, which would be used during regular routing from

the current position to the destination PDEST if the vehicle were stationary at the current

position. Therefore, based upon a scenario with additional intermediate points a3, a4, and

multiple turn offs, e.g., point b2, restoration route RIa would most likely not be selected as

the most optimal route. This is better than simply prohibiting U-turns, since in some cases U-

turn may be the only possible solution.

[0039] Based upon such a "cost benefit" when rerouting or routing from a moving vehicle,

a user is less likely to miss a required turn that is proposed too early by the routing module

112.

[0040] Furthermore, in some embodiments, processor 102 is operable to calculate multiple

reroutes simultaneously, thereby shortening the time required to select an optimal reroute.

[0041] Fig. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a method to determine a reroute after an off-

route deviation, comprising first detecting a position of the vehicle at step 302.

[0042] At step 304, device 100 computes an original route for a vehicle from an original

starting point to a destination.

[0043] At step 306, device 100 detects deviation from the original route and assigns, at step

308, increased costs to turns within a predetermined distance of the current point PDEV.

[0044] At step 310, device 100 is operable to select at least one intermediate point, e.g., a2,

a3, and a4, on the original route PSTART-PDEST. Under normal circumstances the selection

of intermediate points may be limited to intermediate points that lie on the original route

between the point of deviation and the destination PDEV. However, in some situations,

correcting a deviation, e.g., a planned detour, may require restoring the vehicle to a point on

the original route that is before the deviation point.

[0045] At step 312, processor 102 performs the function of estimating a restoration route

cost from the point PDEV to each intermediate point, a2, a3, and a4 using an increased cost

assigned to turns within a predetermined distance d of PDEV. In some embodiments, the

increased cost is predetermined. In other embodiments, the increased cost is calculated based

upon the speed of the vehicle and/or the distance from the turn to PDEV.

[0046] At step 314, processor 102 estimates a total cost of each reroute from PDEV to the

destination, wherein each estimated reroute cost comprises the estimated restoration route

(PDEV to an intermediate point) cost plus an actual cost for the portion, e.g., RIb, R2b, or

R3b, of the original route from the intermediate point, a2, a3, or a4, to the destination PDEST.

[0047] At step 316, processor 102 selects a reroute from the at least one reroute, based upon

the cost of each reroute.



[0048] Using the selected reroute, at step 318, map guidance module 114 guides the driver

to the destination based upon the selected reroute.

[0049] Accordingly, the embodiments herein disclosed provide a unified approach to

routing, both from a stationary position as well as from a moving vehicle, and rerouting by

incorporating native optimal cost/shortest distance approaches instead of explicitly

prohibiting maneuvers, such as U-turns and turns within a predetermined distance of the

vehicle.

[0050] Furthermore, the disclosed embodiments avoid cases where rerouting cannot find a

valid path because restoration routes close to the deviation point, while expensive, are not

explicitly prohibited.

[0051] In addition, because the optimal path encourages maintaining a "straight" heading

even though the heading may be incorrect, the methods disclosed herein allows sufficient

time for rerouting module 112 to calculate a route even when the current segment is short.

[0052] And further, because the route selection algorithm is based upon an estimate of each

restoration route, the embodiments provide close to optimal partial rerouting without any

sacrifice in speed of computing.

[0053] While the foregoing disclosure shows illustrative aspects and/or aspects, it should be

noted that various changes and modifications could be made herein without departing from

the scope of the described aspects and/or aspects as defined by the appended claims.

Furthermore, although elements of the described aspects s described or claimed in the

singular, the plural is contemplated unless limitation to the singular is explicitly stated.

Additionally, all or a portion of any aspect and/or aspects may be utilized with all or a portion

of any other aspect and/or aspect, unless stated otherwise.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A navigation device comprising:

a processor;

a map information storage medium storing map information;

a position determining module configured to enable the processor to determine a

current location, a velocity and direction of travel of a vehicle, and determine whether the

current position is a deviation from an original route from a starting position to a destination;

a routing module configured to enable the processor to determine the original route

and a reroute from current location to the destination, the reroute comprising a restoration

route from the current location to at least one intermediate point on the original route and

then continuing to the destination;

wherein the route module is further configured to enable the processor to estimate a

reroute cost upon an estimated cost of the restoration route plus a predetermined actual cost

of the route from the intermediate point to the final destination, and then select a reroute

based upon the estimated reroute cost.

2. A navigation device according to claim 1, wherein said processor is configured to

assign an increased cost to turns on the restoration route for a predetermined distance from

the current location.

3. A navigation device according to claim 1, wherein the processor is configured to

select a plurality of intermediate points at predetermined intervals on the original route.

4 . A navigation device according to claim 1, wherein the route module is configured to

determine an original route from the starting position to the destination.

5. A navigation device according to claim 1, wherein the map information storage

medium comprises the predetermined actual route cost from each intermediate point to the

destination.

6. A method of determining a reroute after an off-route deviation, comprising:

detecting a position of the vehicle;

computing an original route for a vehicle from a starting point to a destination;



detecting a current location that indicates a deviation from the original route;

assigning an increased cost to turns within a predetermined distance of the current

location;

selecting a plurality of intermediate points on the original route;

estimating a restoration route cost from the current location to each intermediate point

using the increased cost assigned to turns within a predetermined distance of the current

location;

estimating a total cost of each reroute from the current location to the destination,

wherein each estimated reroute cost comprises the estimated restoration route cost plus an

actual cost for the portion of the original route from the intermediate point associated with

that reroute to the destination;

selecting a reroute from the plurality of reroutes, based upon the cost of each reroute;

and

performing map guidance based upon the selected reroute.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising calculating the predetermined distance

based upon vehicle speed and a time required computing a reroute,

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising calculating multiple reroutes

simultaneously.

9. The method of claim 6, further comprising selecting a reroute based upon a shortest

distance.

10. The method of claim 6, further comprising selecting a reroute based upon a quickest

route.

11. The method of claim 6, further comprising calculating each reroute based upon the

MANHATTAN DISTANCE from the current location to the intermediate point associated

with each reroute.

12. The method of claim 6, wherein selecting at least one intermediate point comprises

selecting a intermediate point that is between a deviation point and the destination.



13. At least one processor configured to perform the actions of:

detecting a position of the vehicle;

computing an original route for a vehicle from a starting point to a destination;

detecting a current location that is a deviation from the original route;

assigning an increased cost to turns within a predetermined distance of the current

location;

selecting a plurality of intermediate points on the original route;

estimating a restoration route cost from the current location to each intermediate point

using the increased cost assigned to turns within a predetermined distance of the current

location;

estimating a total cost of each reroute from the current location to the destination,

wherein each estimated reroute cost comprises the estimated restoration route cost plus an

actual cost for the portion of the original route from the intermediate point associate with that

reroute to the destination;

selecting a reroute from the plurality of reroutes, based upon the cost of each reroute;

and

performing map guidance based upon the selected reroute.

14. A machine-readable medium comprising executable instructions stored thereon,

comprising:

a first set of instructions for causing a processor to detect a position of the vehicle;

a second set of instructions for causing a processor to compute an original route for a

vehicle from a starting point to a destination;

a third set of instructions for causing a processor to detect a current location that is a

deviation from the original route;

a fourth set of instructions for causing a processor to assign an increased cost to turns

within a predetermined distance of the current location;

a fifth set of instructions for causing a processor to select at least one intermediate

point on the original route;

a sixth set of instructions for causing a processor to estimate a restoration route cost

from the current location to each intermediate point using the increased cost assigned to turns

within a predetermined distance of the current location;

a seventh set of instructions for causing a processor to estimate a total cost of each

reroute from the deviation route to the destination, wherein each estimated reroute cost



comprises the estimated restoration route cost plus an actual cost for the portion of the

original route from the intermediate point associate with that reroute to the destination;

an eighth set of instructions for causing a processor to select a reroute from the at least

one reroute, based upon the cost of each reroute; and

a ninth set of instructions for causing a processor to perform map guidance based

upon the selected reroute.
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